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INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS OF THE MODELUnder the following assumptions, we alulate the possible foredresponse in terms of Rossby waves to the torsional-osillation zonal�ow rossing the photosphere over a sunspot.
• We only onsider motions in the photosphere. Following Lou(2000) and Kaladze & Wu (2006) who studied photospheriRossby waves, we use the shallow-water approximation beausethe photosphere is thin (height H ≈ 500 km) ompared to thelength sale of horizontal motions studied (typially ≈ hundredsof Mm).
• The torsional osillations (Howard and LaBonte 1981) are a large-sale zonal �ow with a time sale of ≈ 1 year and a ≈ 5 m s−1veloity at the photospheri level. Following Spruit (2003), weassume it is in quasi-geostrophi balane.
• The sunspot impats the vertial strati�ation in the photosphere,but dynamial and magneti-�eld e�ets are ignored. This issimplisti: with atual sunspots, the magneti �eld hampersrossing by a �ow, as do oherent horizontal �ows in thephotosphere like the Evershed �ow.
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EFFECTIVE DEPTH OF A FLUID PARCEL INTHE PHOTOSPHERE OVER A SUNSPOT
• Potential temperature θ: temperature that a �uid parel wouldhave if it were expanded/ompressed adiabatially from its existing(p,T) to a referene p (e.g. Vallis 2006) (lines of onstant

θ=isentropes). For an ideal gas, θ is (Holton 2004):
θ(T, p) = T

„

pr

p

«
R
cp (1)with the usual notations. pr is a referene pressure, cp a spei�heat apaity at onstant pressure, and R is the ideal gas onstant.

• Ertel potential vortiity of a �uid parel in an horizontal �ow andin isentropi oordinates (Holton 2004):
Q = (ζ + f)

„

1

ρ

∂θ

∂z

« (2)
ρ is the �uid density, z is the vertial oordinate, ζ is the vertialomponent of the relative vortiity ω (ω = ∇ × v) given at aspei� θ, and f is the Coriolis parameter (f = 2 Ω sin(ϑ)) fora latitude ϑ and rotation rate Ω.Only the vertial omponent of vortiity is of interest beausethe motion studied is horizontal. Potential vortiity is betterdesribed as the ratio of the absolute vortiity ζ +f of a parelto its e�etive depth (1

ρ
∂θ
∂z)

−1, and is onserved during an adiabatimotion.
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Basi idea: the magneti �eld of a sunspot loally impats thestrati�ation. This produes a hange in e�etive depth of a �uidparel rossing the photosphere over the sunspot, resulting in ahange in absolute vortiity of this parel (for Q to be onserved):hanges in Q drive Rossby waves.Indeed, Fig 1 shows that in the photosphere over the umbraof Fontenla et al. (2006), the e�etive depth is ≈ 0.47 times thee�etive depth in the quiet Sun. Therefore the absolute vortiiy isalso expeted to derease over the sunspot.
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Figure 1: Inverse of the e�etive depth of a �uid parel in thephotosphere as a funtion of potential temperature θ in the quietSun (solid line), in a sunspot penumbra (dash-dotted line), and in asunspot umbra (dashed line), based on the models C, R, and S ofFontenla et al. (2006). The referene pressure pr = 105 dyne m−2.
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FORCED RESPONSE TO A CHANGE INEFFECTIVE DEPTHTo study the exitation of Rossby waves resulting from a hangein absolute vortiity produed by a hange in e�etive depth, weuse the quasi-geostrophi potential vortiity equation (QGPVE) ina one-layer shallow-water system. In a shallow-water system, thee�etive depth of a �uid parel is replaed by an atual depth: thethikness of the �uid layer.
• requirements for quasi-geostrophy (Pedlosky 1987): �rst, Rossbynumber Ro = ū/(2ΩL) << 1 (ū = average zonal �owveloity, L = typial spatial sale of the perturbed �ow). Fortorsional-osillation veloities ū = 5 m s−1 and L ≈ R⊙,

Ro < 0.002; seond, 1/(fT ) << 1 (T = typial timesale).For T = 1 year, the timesale that Spruit (2003) assoiates tothe torsional osillations, 1/(fT ) < 0.02 (for f alulated atlatitude ϑ = 20◦).
• requirements for shallow-water approximation: Lou (2000)demonstrated how for large-sale and slow motions thephotosphere an suessfully be treated as nearly inompressibleand the shallow-�uid approximation an be applied.
• β-plane approximation: the shallow-water equations are solvedin Cartesian geometry, instead of spherial one. The Coriolisparameter f = f0 + βy, where y is the loal oordinate inthe northward diretion, f0 is the Coriolis parameter at thereferene latitude ϑ0 (for whih y = 0), and β = df/dy. Thisapproximation is stritly valid only at ϑ0. This approximation isused for photospheri Rossby waves by Lou (2000) and Kaladze& Wu (2006).
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We start from a geostrophi �ow v and the QGPVE for invisidshallow-water systems: Dq/Dt = 0.
q is the shallow-water quasi-geostrophi potential vortiity,

D/Dt the material derivative, and t the time (Vallis 2006). q islosely related to the potential vortiity Q (the same name �potentialvortiity� is used to desribe di�erent quantities in �uid mehanis).Loal Cartesian oordinates are (x, y, z): x > 0 westward (with thesolar onvention), y > 0 northward, and z > 0 above the bottomof the photosphere. v = (u, v, w) and u = ui + vj. The vertialomponent of the relative vortiity is ζ = ∂v/∂x − ∂u/∂y.We linearize the potential vortiity equation:
∂q′

∂t
+ ū · ∇hq

′ + u
′ · ∇hq̄ = 0 (3)where ∇h is the horizontal gradient, q(x, y, t) =

q̄(x, y) + q′(x, y, t), and u(x, y, t) = ū(x, y) + u′(x, y, t)(prime=perturbed quantity; bar=steady one).In the quasi-geostrophi approximation, q an be expressed as(e.g., Pedlosky 1987; Vallis 2006):
q = ζ + βy − f0

H
(η − hb) (4)where η(x, y, t) = H + η′(x, y, t) is the height of the free surfaeof the ative layer and hb is the height of the resting-�uid layer(the bottom of the photosphere). Any hange in the e�etive depthof a �uid parel in the strati�ed photosphere will be onveniently
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simulated in the shallow-water system by a hange in hb = 0 + h′
b:this diretly impats the thikness η − hb of the ative �uid layer.Beause the �ow u is quasi-geostrophi its horizontal divergeneis zero to the �rst order and we introdue a streamfuntion

Ψ(x, y, t) = Ψ̄(x, y) + Ψ′(x, y, t) to desribe it, suh as
ζ = ∇2Ψ.Turbulene in the photosphere reates a lot of frition resulting ina large kinemati visosity ν. Following Charney & Eliassen (1949),we inlude a linear damping term rζ′ (Rayleigh frition) in Eq (3),whih an be written:

∂

∂t
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b
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) (5)where Ld =

√
gH/f , g is the gravitational aeleration, and

r = ν/H2 when ignoring any Ekman layer. r is the inverse of thespin-down time, i.e. the e-folding time of vortiity perturbations.Now, ū is assumed to be purely zonal (v̄ = 0), and meridionallyand zonally uniform (ū is independent of x and y). Meridionalinvariane is a rude approximation for torsional osillations.As is usual (e.g., Lou 2000), we assume that the solutions to Eq(5) are linear ombinations of plane waves:
Ψ

′
(x, y, t) = Re{Ψ̂ exp(i(kx + ly − ωt))} (6)
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and, beause h′
b depends on time:

h
′
b(x, y, t) = Re{ĥb exp(i(kx + ly − ωt))} (7)where k and l are the horizontal wavenumbers in the, respetively, xand y diretions, and ω is the angular frequeny.After injeting Eqs (6) and (7) into Eq (5), and disarding theterms in v̄:
Ψ̂ =

f0
H (1 − ω

ūk) ĥb

−ωK2

ūk − ωK2
d

ūk + K2 − K2
s − iK2r

ūk

(8)
where K2 = k2+l2, Kd = 1/Ld, and Ks =

p

β/ū. Eq (8) showsthat a stationary response (ω = 0) an exist if ĥb(k, l, 0) 6= 0 andit reahes a maximum amplitude for K = Ks. The presene of rprevents the amplitude of this stationary solution from growing toin�nity when K = Ks.The solutions to the homogeneous part of Eq (5) are travelingfree Rossby waves satisfying:
ω =

−βk + ūK2k − iK2r

K2 + K2
d

(9)This dispersion relation is the usual one (e.g., Dikinson 1978) exeptfor the visous damping term. For a negligible K2
d, the phase andgroup speeds in the east-west diretion are:

ω

k
= ū − β

K2
;

∂ω

∂k
= ū +

β(k2 − l2)

K4
(10)
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NUMERICAL SIMULATIONWe solve Eq (8) numerially to alulate the amplitude of thefored response Ψ̂(k, l, ω) for a range of k, l and ω values. Wethen apply the inverse Fourier transform to obtain Ψ(x, y, t).
• Computational Domain: (x, y) = 4373×1093 Mm with 512×

256 data points. The time span T = 11 years with 2048temporal points is suh that the waves are signi�antly dampedlong before T . When analyzing the results, we only onsider the�rst year (timesale of torsional osillations).
• β parameter: is alulated at a referene latitude ϑ0 = 20◦,roughly the middle of the ative-latitude range.
• Sunspot �Model�: a simple Gaussian transient perturbation in h′

b:
h
′
b(x, y, t) = d exp

„

−x2 + y2

σ2

«

exp(−τt) (11)
d de�nes the hange in depth of the ative �uid layer (> 0means that the depth dereases), τ is related to the life span ofthe sunspot, and σ is related to its horizontal width. At eahtimestep t, we subtrat the mean value of h′

b so that the averagedepth of the ative layer remains H.
• Kinemati Visosity: it varies steeply in the photosphere, from

ν ≈ 1012 m2 s−1 aording to Nesis et al. (1990) at the bottom,to a few 104 m2 s−1 at the top if we assume no turbulene(strong hypothesis) and use the presription of Goodman (2000).
ν = 108 m2 s−1 is an intermediate value.
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SOME RESULTSFig 2 shows 2D snapshots of the free surfae height η′(x, y, t) atdi�erent times. Result obtained for: ν = 108 m2 s−1, d = 150 km,
σ = 30 Mm, ū = 5 m s−1 (westward �ow), and 1/τ = 20 days.The response to the �ow rossing the sunspot at (x, y) = (0, 0)is onstituted of traveling Rossby waves radiated away into the far�eld. There is a wave pattern downstream of the sunspot. Theeast-west wavelength λx of these waves is smaller than their north-south wavelength λy, as expeted from Rossby waves. A movie of
η′(x, y, t) highlights very large-sale Rossby waves traveling in theopposite diretion to the solar rotation at a fast pae, while a slowly-hanging pattern unfolds downstream of the sunspot and propagateswestward. As time passes, this downstream pattern ontains wavesof shorter and shorter wavelengths. Another feature is the preseneof a trough immediately west of the sunspot. Fig 3 shows η′(x, y, t)at y = 0 as a funtion of x and t: the trough, the downstream wavepattern, and the fast eastward-traveling Rossby waves are all visible.Had the perturbation been permanent (like on Earth withtopographi foring), the downstream wave pattern would bestationary with a dominant wavelength λx ≈ 162 Mm, orrespondingto k = Ks (assuming l = 0) (Charney & Eliassen 1949). Eventhough the phase speed of a stationary Rossby wave is zero, its groupveloity is westward and equal to 10 m s−1 (= 2ū). Therefore,energy would be transported away from the sunspot and the wavepattern would extend dowsntream of the perturbation.The extent of the downstream wave pattern depends on kinemativisosity: the amplitude of the wavefronts away from the sunspotdereases with distane, as a funtion of the time it takes for thewavepakets to reah these loations.
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Beause ĥb(k, l, 0) 6= 0 for some (k, l) values, there exists astationary response. However, it does not dominate the downstreamwave pattern beause the total power at ω = 0 is muh smallerthan at higher ω. The lifetime of the perturbation being �nite,waves with higher ω (whih have longer λx and propagate faster) areexited unlike in the ase of a permanent perturbation. Therefore,the response downstream of a transient perturbation is onstituted ofwaves with longer wavelengths. Due to their higher group veloities,we see the longer-wavelengths wavepakets away from the sunspotbefore observing their shorter-wavelength ounterparts. Due to thedispersive nature of Rossby waves, the wavepakets spread with time.The λx values of the waves onstituting the downstream response issuh that their group veloities are pointing downstream and theirphase veloities are pointing upstream. Very long-wavelength waveshave eastward phase speeds and irumnavigate in a relatively shorttime: for example, at λx = 2πR⊙, and l = 0, the phase speedis suh that irumnavigation takes only 14 days. Fig 4 shows aeast-west ut through the middle of the sunspot: eah line shows η′at a given time. It emphasizes how during the �rst month or so, atrough in Ψ′ and η′ is established downstream of the sunspot.
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Figure 2: Free surfae height η′(x, y, t) in meters as a funtion oftime. ū = 5 m s−1, ν = 108 m2 s−1, σ = 30 Mm, d = 150 km,and 1/τ = 20 days. The sunspot is entered at (x, y) = (0, 0).
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Figure 3: Free surfae height η′(x, 0, t) normalized by the maximumamplitude at eah time t, as a funtion of both x and t. ū = 5 ms−1, ν = 108 m2 s−1, σ = 30 Mm, d = 150 km, and 1/τ = 20days.
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Figure 4: Free surfae height η′(x, 0, t) in meters as a funtion oftime. Three time steps are shown: t = 1, t = 14 days, and t = 29days. The dashed line shows the loation of the sunspot enter. Thethik lines show the response at t = 1 and t = 29 days. ū = 5 ms−1, ν = 108 m2 s−1, σ = 30 Mm, d = 150 km, and 1/τ = 20days.
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Figure 5: k-averaged power spetrum of the free surfae height
η′(x, y, t). η′ was averaged in 3 latitudinal bands entered on
y = 0 Mm. ū = 5 m s−1, ν = 108 m2 s−1, σ = 30 Mm,
d = 150 km, and 1/τ = 20 days.

Fig 5 shows a power spetrum (averaged over all k) of a entrallatitudinal band of η′. It highlights the dominant temporal frequeniesof the fored waves. These frequenies are very low, ω < 6.3 µHz,and of the same order of magnitude as the solar rotation rate
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(ω = 2.97 µHz at the equator), as expeted from Rossby waves.The surfae elevation/depression η′ of the waves seems to be atleast an order of magnitude smaller than the 100-m high solar �hills�deteted by Kuhn et al. (2000) and that were tentatively interpretedas a manifestation of r-modes (global Rossby waves that extenddeeply into the onvetive zone). The horizontal phase veloity ofthe fored traveling photospheri Rossby waves studied seems to varyfrom of a few m s−1, to a few km s−1 at most.
• Impat of Kinemati Visosity: the main e�et of an inreaseddamping is to make the wave amplitudes drop faster. The troughis also loser to the enter of the sunspot for a larger ν. Forinstane, with ν = 108 m2 s−1 and at t = 29 days, theminimum of the trough is at 68 Mm from sunspot's enter; with

ν = 5 × 108 m2 s−1, the minimum of the trough is at 43 Mm;and with ν = 109 m2 s−1, it is at 21 Mm. Finally, with a higherdamping rate, the linewidths of the dominant power-spetrumpeaks are inreased.
• Impat of Sunspot Radius: exept for its amplitude, the responseappears largely una�eted by a reasonable hange in radius.Indeed, η′ drops for a smaller radius: σ was halved and thepeak wave amplitude dereased by a fator 4. This was expetedfrom the analytial expression of the Fourier transform of a 2DGaussian: ĥb varies as σ2.
• Impat of Sunspot Lifetime: the Fourier transform of the deayingexponential exp(−τt) is a Lorentzian funtion (∝ τ/(τ2+ω2));when the sunspot lifetime inreases the waves with lower temporalfrequenies beome more and more exited (the amplitude of

ĥb inreases) ompared to the waves with higher temporal
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frequenies. These low temporal-frequeny waves onstitute thewave pattern unfolding downstream of the sunspot. Therefore,when 1/τ inreases, we expet this wave pattern to beomemore and more prominent. Instead of an exponential deay, wealso tested retangular funtions for the sunspot life span: theresults are very similar, but the maximum amplitude of the foredresponse is larger (for 1/τ = 20 days, the maximum amplitudeas a funtion of time is ≈ 1.75 times larger with the retangularfuntion than with the exponential deay).
• Impat of Zonal Flow Veloity: the �ow veloity does not a�etthe peak amplitudes. A hange in ū translates into a hange inthe phase and group speeds of the Rossby waves. This hangea�ets all speeds the same way (for wavelengths muh shorterthan the deformation radius Ld). In a sense, the wave pattern isuniformly adveted at a di�erent veloity when ū is hanged.
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CONCLUSIONWe suggest the existene of photospheri Rossby waves fored bytorsional osillations traveling in the photosphere over a sunspot.Strong assumptions were applied: torsional osillations are ageostrophi zonal �ow steady over a timespan of 1 year, thephotosphere an be isolated and the shallow-water theory applied,and the impat of a sunspot is redued to a hange in e�etive depthof a �uid parel adveted by the �ow. We ignored dynamial andmagneti-�eld e�ets, exept for kinemati visosity resulting fromturbulent motions. Coherent �ows like the Evershed or moat �owsmight signi�antly alter the onlusions of this poster. Moreover,the strong magneti �eld of sunspot, nearly vertial in the umbra,realistially hampers the rossing of the umbral photosphere by a �ow.In other words, the model applied here is probably too simplisti.With this aveat, this model showed that a sunspot ould forethe exitation of Rossby waves in presene of a large-sale zonal�ow. A wave pattern is established downstream of the sunspot.For a westward �ow, this downstream response propagates slowlywestward and inludes lower- and lower-wavelength waves as timepasses. It vanishes after a few months, depending mainly on thekinemati-visosity value. A trough is established immediately westof the sunspot. The amplitude of these Rossby waves depends on thesunspot: diameter, lifetime, and hange in e�etive depth relative tothe quiet Sun. The drop in amplitude with time is strongly dependenton kinemati visosity (di�ult to assess in the photosphere). Withthe tentative parameters applied here, the wave horizontal veloitiesvary from a few m s−1 to a few km s−1, and the peak surfaeelevation/depression seems to be only a few meters.
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